
District Court, D. Massachusetts. Jan., 1844.

IN RE ALDEN.
[10 Hunt, Mer. Mag. 469.]

BANKRUPTCY—PROOF OF CLAIM—LIMITATION.

[On a motion to expunge the proof of a claim against a bankrupt from the record, it appeared from
the affidavit in the cause that the bankrupt filed his petition December 30, 1842, and was decreed
a bankrupt February 21, 1843. The proof of the creditor was filed August, 1843. A dividend of
which due notice was given was declared September 26th. The motion to expunge was made
January 30, 1844, a dividend having been allowed and paid on the claim. It further appeared that
the amount and nature of the claim was incorrectly entered on the books, though the proof itself
and the dividend correctly stated it. It was not denied that the debt was a just and valid one.
Held, that the motion should be overruled, as the inaccuracy on the record in regard to the claim
was not a ground of expunging the proof, and that the statute of limitations did not apply.]

In bankruptcy. This was a motion filed to expunge the proof of Leonard Alden, on
the ground that it was barred by the statute of limitations. A preliminary objection was
taken to the filing of the motion, upon the ground that the application was too late. It ap-
peared, by the affidavits in the cause, that Francis Alden filed his petition to be declared
a bankrupt December 30, 1842, and was decreed bankrupt February 21, 1843. The proof
of Leonard Alden was filed August 1, 1843. A dividend was ordered upon his estate
September 26th, of which due notice was given; and the motion to expunge the proof
was made January 30, 1844, a dividend having been allowed and paid on the respondent's
claim.

It further appeared, that before filing the motion to expunge, the counsel for the cred-
itors, objecting to Francis Alden's discharge, at whose request the present motion was
made by the assignee, examined the records to ascertain whether a majority in numbers
and value of the creditors, who had proved their claims, joined in the objections; and on
that examination it appeared that the amount of Leonard Alden's claim was incorrectly
entered on the book, though the
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proof itself and the dividend sheet correctly stated it. The bankrupt, in his original
schedule, had stated Leonard Alden's claim to be upon notes, but the claim moved to
be expunged was on account. It was not denied that the debt was originally a just and
valid claim, but it was contended that it was barred by the statute of limitations, and that,
under the circumstances, the motion was not too late.

On the other hand, it was contended, on behalf of Mr. Alden, that the statute of limi-
tations was a technical defence, and that a party who seeks to set it up should be held to
comply strictly with the principles under which it was admissible as a bar; that a decree
had been rendered allowing this claim, upon due notice, to all parties, which ought not
to be reopened, even if the court could, consistently with established principles, reverse
the decree; and that it was never known that a judgment was reversed in order to give a
party an opportunity to set up the statute of limitations.

SPRAGUE, District Judge, held that, under the ninth rule in bankruptcy, the court
might reverse such a decree upon good cause shown, which must be by an application
in writing, supported by affidavits setting forth the grounds upon which a revision was
sought; that it was a question to the discretion of the court to be governed by the analogies
in cases of bills of review in equity, which might be allowed in cases of newly discovered
evidence or error on the face of the record; that it did not appear that the assignee had
ever examined this claim, or deemed that it was his duty to examine the claims; that no
creditor had ever used any diligence before the dividend was ordered; that the inaccuracy
upon the record was not the ground of any omission to move to expunge claim before
the dividend was ordered; that the statute of limitations might be a conscientious defence
under some circumstances, as where a party knew that the debt was paid, but had lost
the evidence of payment, it was perfectly conscientious to set up the statute. But in this
case, it was not contended that the debt had ever been paid. The creditor had sworn to its
validity, the debtor might be examined by the assignee under oath; and in a matter to be
adjudged according to the discretion of the court, his honor would not allow the motion
to be received, and sustained the objection taken by Leonard Alden, and dismissed the
motion with costs.
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